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Napean Sea Road residents to get their own farmers’
market

 Vegetable Market
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Updated: Feb 8, 2018, 05:45 AM IST

Napean Sea Road residents are set to have a farmers’ market, after
demanding one for a long time .

The purpose of a farmers’ market is to ensure that citizens get fresh and
organic vegetables for a fair price which often get diluted due to the
involvement of middlemen. 

Ads by ZINC

“This way we will not only have access to good and farm fresh vegetable
but even farmer’s will be getting some of the money which never reached
them,” said Mukul Mehra, secretary of the Napean Sea Road Citizens
Forum (NSRCF). 

The residents had earlier been demanding for a farmer’s market in an
unused space in Priyadarshini Park.
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Monkey �nds ‘business’ at city top cop’s of�ce

“NSCRF had even promised to take full responsibility of its cleanliness a
all times but those looking after it were not agreeable,” said Mehra. 

The farmers’ market will now come up on a footpath outside PDP. It will b
closer to gate 2 of Priyadarshini Park and opposite Jaldarshan building. 

“Around 25 farmer stalls will be set up and the market should positively
start from Sunday onwards,” said local MLA Mangal Prabhat Lodha.

V Mote, assistant municipal commissioner of Napean Sea Road said, “No
permission as such given as this is policy matter. But there is no such
instruction from Corporation so it’s dif�cult to comment on this.”
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